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As we count down the last days of 2011, it’s 
worth looking forward to a few cultural treats 
that could sustain us during that marathon 

of over-indulgence that is Christmas. Whether you 
seek a stocking filler for a bibliophile or a reminder 
of something to catch up on yourself, I hope you’ll 
find something of interest in the following festive 
recommendations.

The Man Booker Prize
In December the papers often look back on the year 
that was, and the literary event that attracted most ink 
was surely the Man Booker Prize. Courting controversy 
by privileging ‘readability’ over literary weight, the 
judges ended up awarding the prize to possibly the 
most literary author on their list, Julian Barnes. His The 
Sense of an Ending is also short-listed for the forthcoming 
Costa Book Awards and comes recommended as both a 
page-turner and a slow-burner.

Best of 2011  
‘Best of 2011’ lists are also popular at the moment, and 
many commentators are recommending The Stranger’s 

Child by Alan Hollinghurst (the 
one-time Booker favourite that, 
controversially, failed to make 
the shortlist).

Among the recommended 
biographies are Franny Moyle’s 
Constance: The Tragic and 
Scandalous Life of Mrs Oscar 
Wilde and Matthew Hollis’ 
Now All Roads Lead to France, 
which explores the final five 
years in the life of Edward 

Thomas. If you prefer to read about contemporary 
authors — particularly those whose lives and opinions 
seem to command as much attention as their books 
— you might consider Jeannette Winterson’s memoir 

The best of 2011
Luke McBratney looks back at some of the year’s literary highlights



Why be Happy When You Could 
Be Normal? or Martin Amis: The 
Biography by Richard Bradford.

It is sometimes said that 
contemporary poetry is more 
usually studied than read, so 
why not use some of your 
Christmas break to buck 
the trend? Black Cat Bone, 
the Forward Prize-winning 
collection by John Burnside, 
would be an excellent 

choice.  Others worth considering 
include the varied and moving poems in Carol Ann 
Duffy’s first collection as Poet Laureate, The Bees, and 
Daljit Nagra’s exuberant latest collection, Tipoo Sultan’s 
Incredible White-Man-Eating Tiger-Toy Machine!!!

Not so green and pleasant land?
Exuberance is on display in abundance in my final 
recommendation, Jez Butterworth’s play Jerusalem, 
which is showing at the Royal Court, London until 
14 January. Set on St George’s Day, in woods on the 
edge of a Wiltshire village where its protagonist, Johnny 
‘Rooster’ Byron, lives, the play deals with the threat of 
Johnny being evicted, his dissipation and his influence 

on the local youths, who flock to his mobile home to 
drink, dance and take drugs. Jerusalem suggests parallels 
between its protagonist and past English outlaws, from 
Bryon and Falstaff to Beowulf, and it subtly explores 
the state of the nation. 

Jerusalem has been hailed as an instant classic, with 
Mark Rylance in the lead winning both a Tony and 
an Olivier Award. The theatre critic Charles Spenser 
called Rylance’s performance ‘perhaps the greatest, 
and certainly the most thrilling I have seen in more 
than 30 years of professional theatre-going’. Even if 
you’re unable to see it live, I recommend that you place 
Butterworth’s play somewhere near the top of your 
Christmas reading list.

Useful sites
Provocative thoughts on literature and readability from 
Jeanette Winterson, as well as links to Man Booker 
shortlisted writers: www.tinyurl.com/3lxt5e7
More about John Burnside and links to poems and 
podcasts: www.tinyurl.com/66mky5b
A New York Times review of Jerusalem:  
www.tinyurl.com/6r6gmor

Find out more about our full  
range of magazines and online  
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this article?

Tell us what 
you think

Activity

Watch this interview with Jerusalem writer, Jez 
Butterworth: www.tinyurl.com/7sntdk8
•	 Explain how Butterworth describes his 

inspiration for the play.
•	 Comment on what he believes his play is about.
•	 To what extent do you agree with his views on 

the function of the theatre?
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